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BACKGROUND: Exemplary teachers have been shown to use teaching scripts, ways of organizing the content and instructional approach for commonly encountered teachable moments. This study describes a busy hospitalist unit’s early experience with the collaborative development of teaching scripts.

METHODS: In 2010, during monthly workshops, 10 faculty members each prepared and presented a teaching script for a different commonly encountered diagnosis. Open-ended surveys assessing the impact on faculty were analyzed using an iterative approach. Changes in faculty self-efficacy, and the frequency and applicability of teaching were measured.

RESULTS: The program required 10 hours of attendance time and a mean of 4.3 hours for each faculty member who prepared a teaching script. No significant differences in quantity or applicability of teaching were detected, but faculty self-efficacy improved significantly. In addition, faculty described beneficial effects in their individual professional development, development of a shared mental model of professional responsibility, and interpersonal relationships. A majority of comments were positive; negative comments focused on the time required to prepare scripts, and apprehension about presenting to peers.

CONCLUSIONS: The program was an efficient approach to improve self-rated teaching skills, enhance professional development, and build collegiality among clinician-teachers. Journal of Hospital Medicine 2012;000:000–000 © 2012 Society of Hospital Medicine

Patient complexity,1 productivity, and documentation pressures have increased substantially over the past 2 decades. Within this environment, time for teaching is often limited. The same pressures which limit faculty members’ teaching time also limit their availability to learn how to teach; faculty development efforts need to be both effective and efficient.

In a seminal study of exemplary clinical teachers, Irby discovered that expert teachers often developed and utilized “teaching scripts” for commonly encountered teachable moments.2 Teaching scripts consist of a trigger, key teaching points, and teaching strategies.2 A trigger may be a specific clinical situation or a learner knowledge gap identified by the teacher. The trigger prompts the teacher to select key teaching points about the topic (the content), and utilize strategies for making these teaching points comprehensible (the process).2 Through a reflective process, these expert teachers evaluated the effectiveness of each teaching session and honed their scripts over time.2

While additional reports have described the use of teaching scripts,3–5 we found no studies evaluating the impact of collaboratively developing teaching scripts. In the present study, we sought to understand faculty members’ early experiences with a program of collaboratively developing teaching scripts and the impact on their self-efficacy with teaching about commonly encountered clinical conditions on attending rounds.

METHODS

Participants were the 22 internal medicine, or combined internal medicine and pediatrics (med-peds), hospitalists in a 750-bed university teaching hospital in upstate New York. Nine hospitalists worked for only 1 year (eg, chief residents and recent graduates awaiting fellowship training), and were present for half of the program year. All hospitalists conducted daily bedside attending rounds, lasting 1.5–2 hours, with a dual purpose of teaching the residents and students, and making management decisions for their shared patients.

Hospitalists were surveyed to identify 10 commonly encountered diagnoses about which they wanted to learn how to teach. The faculty development director (V.J.L.) conducted a 1-hour workshop to introduce the concept of teaching scripts, and role-play a teaching script. Nine hospitalists volunteered to write scripts for the remaining target diagnoses. They were provided with a template; example teaching script (see Supporting Information, Supplemental Content 1, in the online version of this article); and guidelines on writing scripts which highlighted effective clinical
Teaching principles for hospitalists, including: managing time with short scripts and high-yield teaching points, knowledge acquisition with evidence-based resources, self-reflection/insight, patient-centered teaching (identifying triggers among commonly encountered situations), and learner-centered teaching (identifying common misconceptions and strategies for engaging all levels of learners) (Figure 1).2,6 Faculty were encouraged to practice their scripts on attending rounds, using lessons learned to refine and write the script for presentation. Each script was presented verbally and on paper at a monthly 1-hour interactive workshop where lunch was provided. Authors received feedback and incorporated suggestions for teaching strategies from the other hospitalists. Revised scripts were distributed electronically.

Baseline surveys measured prior teaching and faculty development experience, and self-efficacy with teaching about the 10 target diagnoses, ranging from “Not confident at all” to “Very confident” on a 4-point Likert scale. Using open-ended surveys, we asked all of the hospitalists about their experiences with presenting scripts and participating in peer feedback, and the impact of the program on their teaching skills and patient care.

Because the learning objectives for each teaching script were determined by each script’s author and were not known prior to the program, we were unable to assess changes in residents’ and students’
3. **Identify evidence-based sources to support your teaching points**
   a. JAMA Rational Clinical Examination Series
   b. McGee S. Evidence-Based Clinical Diagnosis
   c. On-line resources

4. **Keep script brief**
   a. Only 5-15 minutes long; longer if physical exam is included
   b. These are *not* comprehensive reviews of a topic

5. **Describe your strategy for teaching**
   a. Keep it interactive
      
      **Q.** Aside from UTI’s, what are other complications of urinary catheters?
      (Note: Start by asking the students, then the interns, and then the senior resident.)

      **A.** Urethral tears
      Retention from urethral swelling
      Incontinence from bladder shrinkage after the catheter is removed
      Delirium- especially in demented patients
      Falls (catheters are “one-point restraints”)

   b. Use analogies, visual representations, mnemonics, point-of-care resources, other activities
      
      Let’s run the list again. Are there any patients on the team whose catheters we can remove today? (Note: Let the students tell you about their patients, then the interns. Stand while they enter the orders to discontinue the Foley- it will feel like a great accomplishment.)

   c. Explain how you involve learners at different levels
      
      **Q:** Without going into the rooms and looking, how many patients on the team have urinary catheters right now? (Note: Start by asking the students, then the interns, then the senior resident individually about the patients they’re following.)
      
      **A:** Students are most likely to know whether or not a catheter’s in place; the intern’s next most likely, then senior resident. Attendings are usually in the dark.

   d. Identify common misconceptions encountered among students and residents
      “Incontinence” and “inability to ambulate” are often mentioned, but these are not indications for urinary catheters. Just think of all the babies in the nursery who are incontinent and non-ambulatory. Also, many of our older patients are chronically incontinent and manage without catheters outside the hospital. “Nursing convenience” is not an indication either.

6. **Practice your script with your team(s)**

7. **Demonstrate your script to other hospitalists for feedback**

8. **Revise your script and submit for the on-line Hospital Medicine Division Teaching Manual**

**FIG. 1.** Continued.
statement until consensus was achieved. Two of the investigators were involved in the program (V.J.L. and A.B.) and one did not participate in the workshops (C.G.).

RESULTS
The 22 faculty had an average of 5 years’ experience as hospitalists (range 0.8–24 years). Previous experience formally learning how to teach ranged from 0 to 150 hours (average 33.1 hours; median 15 hours). A mean of 9.4 hospitalists attended each of the 10 x 1-hour workshops. Script writers estimated that scripts required a mean of 4.3 hours to prepare. A total of 105 (59%) resident/student and 22 (55%) faculty surveys were returned preintervention, and 83 (47%) resident/student and 19 (48%) faculty surveys were returned postintervention. There were no significant differences in the number or applicability of teaching events from before to after the program. Faculty self-efficacy with teaching was available for 7 of the 10 diagnoses, and increased from a mean of 3.26 (n = 77) preintervention to 3.72 (n = 52) postintervention (95% CI for the difference in means 0.35–0.51; P < 0.0001).

A total of 8 (80%) script-writers and 5 (42%) non-writers responded to the qualitative survey, and 77 comments were coded. Three major themes and 8 subthemes were identified (for representative comments, see Supporting Information, Supplemental Content 2, in the online version of this article). The major theme of individual professional development related especially to the personal satisfaction of researching a topic and becoming a “local expert.” While most comments were positive, 2 described apprehension about presenting to peers. Fifteen comments specifically addressed the development of teaching skills, 13 positive and 2 neutral. Some focused on strategies consistent with the teaching script framework, including recognizing teachable moments and the importance of preparation for teaching. Others focused on changes in teaching style, shifting to a more interactive method and involving multiple levels of learners. Others revealed that participants adjusted the content of their teaching, adding new material and changing the focus to important clinical pearls. Another subtheme was the impact on clinical care and medical knowledge base. Of the 11 comments, 7 were positive and emphasized the development of a framework for making decisions, based on an understanding of the evidence behind those decisions. Four were neutral, noting that care of patients had not changed. Two comments remarked on the time invested in developing teaching scripts. A second major theme was the development of a shared mental model of professional responsibility. This was demonstrated by comments relating to participants’ motivation for learning, and development or strengthening of responsibility for teaching. The third major theme described interper-sonal relationships among colleagues. Four commented on how the opportunity to see how others teach led them to appreciate the diversity of approaches, while 14 focused on collegiality among the faculty. Thirteen of these identified an increased sense of community and camaraderie, while one was neutral.

CONCLUSIONS
We had successful early experience with a faculty development intervention that involved hospitalists in creating and implementing teaching scripts related to commonly encountered diagnoses. The intervention was time- and resource-efficient. Following the intervention, we found increased faculty self-efficacy and beneficial effects in several domains related to professional development and satisfaction. We found no significant difference in the frequency or applicability of teaching about the targeted diagnoses.

In addition to the formal program evaluation results, we learned several additional lessons informally. Faculty who developed scripts had varying levels of familiarity with evidence-based approaches to teaching. Some faculty requested to have their scripts reviewed by the program leader before presentation, and small revisions were made, emphasizing use of the tips included in Figure 1. Using volunteers, rather than assigning the responsibility for script development, ensured that we had a group of enthusiastic participants. In fact, several hospitalists volunteered to write additional scripts the following year.

This program used a conceptual framework of best practices, namely evidence-based principles of effective faculty development for teaching in medical education. Different instructional methods were utilized: experiential learning was simulated by demonstrating scripts; the reasoning underlying scripts was provided; feedback was provided; and scripts were provided in written, electronic, and verbal formats. Allowing hospitalists to choose which script to develop gave them a chance to showcase an area of strength or explore an area of weakness, a feature of self-directed learning. Focusing scripts on common diagnoses and easily identifiable triggers enhanced the functional value of the workshops. By having each hospitalist develop a script with input from each other, the unit built a body of knowledge and skill, enhancing collegiality and building a community of learners. Studies of other longitudinal faculty development programs have found that they create a supportive, learner-centered environment that fosters a sense of commonality and interdisciplinary collegiality.

Other faculty development initiatives specific to hospitalists have been described, several focusing on the care of geriatric patients, and one focusing on general academic development. While effective, these programs depended on a few individuals to develop the materials, and one required extensive time...
away from clinical duties for attendance.12 By sharing responsibility for developing teaching scripts, our program was efficient to conduct and capitalized on unique contributions from each faculty member.

This study has several limitations. While we attempted to quantify the amount and applicability of teaching, we were not able to account for the number of inpatients on the teams who had the diagnoses for which teaching scripts had been developed. It was impossible to determine whether these diagnoses were the most important topics to discuss on rounds. Because learning objectives were developed as each script was written, we were unable to assess changes in resident and student knowledge or patient outcomes. The study was conducted at a single center with interested faculty.

Future studies are needed to compare the effectiveness of collaborative teaching script development programs with other faculty development initiatives, and assess the impact on downstream outcomes, such as learners’ decision-making, patient outcomes, and faculty retention.
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